The mechanical properties of lightweight aggregate concrete (LWAC) depend on the mixing ratio of its binders, normal weight aggregate (NWA), and lightweight aggregate (LWA). To characterize the relation between various concrete components and the mechanical characteristics of LWAC, extensive studies have been conducted, proposing empirical equations using regression models based on their experimental results. However, these results obtained from laboratory experiments do not provide consistent prediction accuracy due to the complicated relation between materials and mix proportions, and a general prediction model is needed, considering several mix proportions and concrete constituents. This study adopts the artificial neural network (ANN) for modeling the complex and nonlinear relation between constituents and the resulting compressive strength and elastic modulus of LWAC. To construct a database for the ANN model, a vast amount of detailed and extensive data was collected from the literature including various mix proportions, material properties, and mechanical characteristics of concrete. The optimal ANN architecture is determined to enhance prediction accuracy in terms of the numbers of hidden layers and neurons. Using this database and the optimal ANN model, the performance of the ANN-based prediction model is evaluated in terms of the compressive strength and elastic modulus of LWAC. Furthermore, these prediction accuracies are compared to the results of previous ANN-based analyses, as well as those obtained from the commonly used linear and nonlinear regression models.
Introduction
Lightweight aggregate concrete (LWAC) represents a type of concrete which has a low unit weight compared to that of normal weight aggregate concrete (NWAC). Because of the low mass density, LWAC has the advantages associated with reduced self-weight of structures and has been applied in long-span bridges and high-rise buildings [1] . Furthermore, structural LWAC, with a strength that is similar to NWAC, enables the reduction of construction cost as it requires less reinforcement, smaller supporting deck members, beams, and piers, and less earthquake damage. Another important economic benefit of LWAC is the transportation cost savings achieved by improving the lifting efficiency in the construction field and lowering shipping cost, compared to conventional NWAC products. The unique advantages of LWAC allow a wide variety of real world applications that are continuously increasing [2] .
LWAC consists of the same concrete components as conventional NWAC with a partial or complete replacement of normal weight aggregate (NWA) with lightweight aggregate (LWA). Commercially ANN-based prediction model is evaluated and compared to the results obtained from the commonly used statistical models.
Research Background

Artificial Neural Network
An ANN is a network based on a collection of connected neurons used to model the complex relationship between inputs and outputs. As shown in Figure 1 , the basic structure of an ANN consists of three types of layers: Input, hidden, and output layers. Depending on the number of hidden layers, ANN is classified into single-or multi-layer perceptron, which has multi-connected neurons. When neurons in the input layer receive an input, the weighted sums of the inputs are transferred to interconnected neurons in the next layer and evaluated using activation functions [13] . The weight and bias values can be determined as the solutions of the optimization problem to minimize the prediction error using the back-propagation algorithm [15] . ANN-based prediction model is evaluated and compared to the results obtained from the commonly used statistical models.
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where N is the number of training data, i y is the target value, di y is the predicted result, i y is the mean prediction value, and di y is the mean target value. The correlation coefficient is introduced to evaluate the linear dependence between the predicted and target values. Its value ranges from −1 to 1, where 1 indicates the perfect positive correlation and 0 means no linear relation among variables.
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where N is the number of training data, y i is the target value, y di is the predicted result, y i is the mean prediction value, and y di is the mean target value. The correlation coefficient is introduced to evaluate the linear dependence between the predicted and target values. Its value ranges from −1 to 1, where 1 indicates the perfect positive correlation and 0 means no linear relation among variables.
ANN-Based Prediction of Concrete Properties
Previous ANN-based prediction models demonstrated the feasibility for predicting physical and mechanical properties of concrete, as provided in Table 1 . The most conventionally used ANN-based prediction mainly focused on the characterization of properties of NWAC, such as the compressive strength, elastic modulus, drying shrinkage, and fluidity [14, [22] [23] [24] [25] . As these ANN models exhibited acceptable prediction accuracy, their applications were extended to high strength concrete, self-consolidating concrete, recycled aggregate concrete, and LWAC. However, further research on these types of concrete is still needed to enhance the reliability and the prediction accuracy of ANN-based analysis considering various mix proportions and concrete materials. Furthermore, determining optimal numbers of hidden layers and neurons for the ANN model is necessary to model a complex relationship between the inputs and targets. Considering these aspects, this study mainly focuses on the prediction of mechanical properties of LWAC using the ANN model. In the application of the ANN model, several issues have been identified with regard to the database, input variables, and ANN architecture. First, many studies used the data obtained in the laboratory environment, resulting in an acceptable prediction error [14, 17, 18] . However, the applications of these ANN models are limited to the concrete using specific types of materials. To make a more general ANN-based prediction model, this study collects various data of LWAC mixtures with different mix proportions and concrete materials provided in Section 3. The selection of appropriate input parameters is another important factor to consider for obtaining high prediction accuracy. Considering the input variables used in previous studies and the unique material properties of LWAC, the inputs are determined as shown in Section 4.1. Lastly, the investigation for designing optimal ANN architecture for predicting mechanical properties of LWAC is necessary in terms of the numbers of hidden layers and neurons. Previous studies, listed in Table 1 , used various ANN models with one-and two-hidden layers with 3-29 hidden neurons. As an example, 11-7-1 in Ni and Wang [14] depicts 11 inputs, seven neurons in one hidden layer, and one output ANN architecture. Because these experimental studies attained a good prediction accuracy, this study conducts the ANN analysis using the ANN model with the range of these hidden layers and neurons, as provided in Section 4.2. Finally, vast data, suitable input variables, and optimal ANN architecture are used for the ANN-based prediction model for LWAC.
Establishment of A Database
Accurate and reliable prediction using the ANN model generally depends on the amount and quality of available data. This study conducted a literature review to collect extensive and detailed information on mix proportions, physical properties of composites, and mechanical characteristics of concrete. A total of 149 concrete mixtures (20 NWAC and 129 LWAC) produced with various mix proportion and aggregates were prepared for ANN-based compressive strength analysis [2, 4, 8, 10, [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] . For the prediction of the static elastic modulus, data from 133 concrete mixtures (20 NWAC and 113 LWAC) were collected [2, 4, 8, 10, 27, 28, [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] . The obtained data are summarized in Table 2 Table 2 are generally considered as factors influencing the mechanical behavior of concrete [17] . Because several studies used different sizes of specimens for measuring the compressive strength and elastic modulus, the size effect needs to be considered to assure data consistency. The size effect generally presents a reduction of compressive strength and the elastic modulus of concrete with an increasing the height-to-width ratio caused by failure of the heterogeneous concrete composite [38] . Therefore, the correction factors are used to convert the data of compressive strength and elastic modulus to equivalent values for the widely used 100 mm by 200 mm cylindrical specimen, referring to the empirical equations from previous studies [38] [39] [40] [41] . Here, the correction factors for 28-day compressive strength are 1.051 for f c,Ø100×200 /f c,150×150×150 , 0.874 for f c,Ø100×200 /f c,100×100×100 , and 1.230 for f c,Ø100×200 /f c,Ø150×300 obtained from w/c = 0.49 high performance lightweight foamed concrete [42] . The correction equation for the static elastic modulus is E c,Ø100×200 = (E c,Ø150×300 − 1.9)/0.9 obtained from normal strength NWAC [41] . Because the investigations of size and shape effect for LWAC were rare, the empirical equations from foamed concrete and normal strength NWAC are used considering the similar failure mechanism induced by the concrete heterogeneity and internal defects of voids. Using these correction factors for the compressive strength and elastic modulus, the database used for the ANN model is updated.
Prediction Model for Compressive Strength and Elastic Modulus Using ANN
Because the ANN model has been used for modeling highly nonlinear and complex interactions between input and output variables, the selection of appropriate input parameters and the ANN architecture is critical for reliable and accurate prediction. This section mainly illustrates the selection of input factors and the determination of the optimal ANN architecture for the prediction of mechanical characteristics of LWAC.
Input Parameters
The selection of appropriate input variables is an important task for enhancing the prediction accuracy of the ANN model, considering the relation between input and target values. Because the strong correlation between mechanical properties of concrete and the amount of constituent materials is generally known, these parameters were adopted as the input for predicting compressive strength and the elastic modulus using ANN models, as summarized in Table 3 [15] [16] [17] 26] . Commonly used inputs are w/b ratio and mass of water, binders, aggregates, and chemical admixture, which are likewise adopted in this study. However, other parameters such as the sand-to-aggregate ratio, aggregate-to-binder ratio, replacement ratio of binders and aggregates, grade of cement, maximum size of aggregates, and the fine modulus of sand are not included despite their possible relation with mechanical properties, because of the difficulties in data collection, as in [14, 43] . Even though previous studies listed in Table 3 provide useful information about the selection of appropriate inputs, NWAC was of primary interest in the prediction. Therefore, additional variables tailored to LWAC are needed to improve the prediction performance. Table 3 . Input variables for the ANN model.
Input Variables
Oztas et al. [16] w/b ratio, sand-to-aggregate ratio, replacement ratio of fly ash and silica fume, mass of water, chemical admixture Alshihri et al. [17] w/c ratio, curing period, mass of FNWA, CLWA, FLWA, silica fume, chemical admixture Khademi et al. [26] w/c ratio, aggregate-to-cement ratio, replacement ratio of recycled aggregate, water-to-total materials ratio, mass of water, cement, CNWA, FNWA, recycled aggregate, chemical admixture Douma et al. [15] w/b ratio, replacement ratio of fly ash, content of binders, CNWA, FNWA, chemical admixture ANN model w/b ratio, concrete density, mass of water, cement, fly ash, silica fume, volume fraction of CNWA, FNWA, CLWA, FLWA Accordingly, this study adopts the density of LWAC and volume fraction of aggregates as the inputs due to the inverse proportional relation to the mechanical performance of LWAC [44] . Because the linear and nonlinear empirical relation between the density of LWAC and compressive strength or elastic modulus has been reported, the use of this value as an input parameter is expected to enhance the prediction accuracy [45, 46] . Furthermore, the volume fractions of aggregates are introduced as an input parameter regarding the amount of LWA in the mixture, replacing the mass. The volume fraction that reflects the actual volume of added LWA can be viewed as another indicator of how much LWA is contained in the mixture in addition to the mass. Thus, the volume fractions are included as the input variables for NWA for comparison.
In summary, the selected input variables used for the ANN model are w/b ratio, concrete density, mass of water, cement, fly ash, silica fume, and volume fraction of CNWA, FNWA, CLWA, and FLWA as provided in Table 3 . In the analysis of compressive strength and elastic modulus, these inputs are adopted for the ANN-based prediction.
Determination of the Optimal ANN Architecture
Determination of the optimal ANN architecture in terms of the number of hidden layers and neurons is the most fundamental part of ANN-based analysis. An excessive number of hidden neurons can cause an over-fit problem due to overestimation in the complex relationship between inputs and targets. An insufficient number of hidden neurons can cause an underfitting problem due to the lack of neurons covering various inputs. Therefore, this study determines the optimal ANN architecture with the minimum MSE value, conducting the tests with consideration to various numbers of hidden layers and neurons. The testing ranges of the numbers of hidden layers and neurons are selected by referring the proposed optimization methodologies and previously applied ANN models. First, many optimized methodologies have been proposed to find appropriate numbers of hidden neurons in the higher-order ANN. Among these methods, three empirical equations are selected to estimate the number of neurons in hidden layers, considering the numbers of inputs and outputs in the ANN models [47] [48] [49] . The equations are provided as
where N h and N i are the number of hidden neurons and inputs, respectively. Because a total of 10 input parameters are selected in the previous section, the corresponding numbers of calculated hidden neurons are 4, 9, and 4.4 from Equations (4)- (6), respectively. Furthermore, the architectures of previously applied ANN models (see Table 1 ) are considered to select the appropriate testing ranges. The applied ANN architectures had a higher number of neurons ranging from 3-29 with one or two hidden layers. Thus, to determine the optimal ANN architecture, this study considers the number of neurons from one to 30, which includes the recommended values from Equations (4)- (6) as well as the used ones in Table 1 . In the case of hidden layers in the ANN model, previous studies adopted oneor two-hidden layer ANN models, which showed acceptable prediction accuracy. To evaluate the performance of multi-hidden layer ANN models, this study selects a wide range of hidden layers from 1 to 10.
To determine the optimal ANN architecture with the lowest prediction MSE for testing data, detailed information of the ANN model is provided regarding the backpropagation algorithm, activation function, five-fold cross validation, and used computing resources. This study employs the scaled conjugate gradient backpropagation as a network training scheme that updates weight and bias values according to the scaled conjugate gradient method provided in the MATLAB Deep Learning Toolbox [50] . A nonlinear hyperbolic tangent sigmoid function is employed as an activation function in the hidden layer, and a linear transfer function is used in the output layer. To enhance the reliability of the ANN model, five-fold cross validation is used [51, 52] . Once five sets of approximately equal-sized samples are prepared through the random partition process, a subset of each sample is used to fit the ANN model, and the remaining samples evaluate the prediction accuracy of the model. This is repeated five times. The network error is the average error obtained from the five-fold cross validation method providing greater confidence in the error evaluation. The evaluation of prediction accuracy is conducted using the following computing resources: Intel(R) Core i5-6600~3.3 GHz (4 CPUs), NVIDIA GeForce GTX 1080, and 8 GB RAM.
In the determination of the optimal ANN architecture, the averaged MSE obtained is used for reliable ANN-based prediction. To show the convergence of averaged MSE values, the relative MSE defined as (MSE(1) − MSE(i))/MSE(1) is calculated for 50 repetitions, as shown in Figure 2 . The results of the relative MSE show a convergence of averaged MSE for multiple repetitions, compared to the result of MSE(1). Due to the high computational cost during the test, the appropriate number of repetitions needs to be selected based on the regression curve from the relative MSE of compressive strength and elastic modulus, marked as "Comp" and "Els" in Figure 2 , respectively. The regression curve is −0.148x −3.812 + 0.148 for compressive strength and −0.176x −3.391 + 0.176 for the elastic modulus. When the slope of 10 −4 is selected as a threshold of convergence, the minimum numbers of the required repetitions are 7 and 8 for the compressive strength and elastic modulus, respectively, which yield the corresponding MSE values. of the relative MSE show a convergence of averaged MSE for multiple repetitions, compared to the result of MSE(1). Due to the high computational cost during the test, the appropriate number of repetitions needs to be selected based on the regression curve from the relative MSE of compressive strength and elastic modulus, marked as "Comp" and "Els" in Figure 2 , respectively. The regression curve is −0.148x −3.812 + 0.148 for compressive strength and −0.176x −3.391 + 0.176 for the elastic modulus. When the slope of 10 −4 is selected as a threshold of convergence, the minimum numbers of the required repetitions are 7 and 8 for the compressive strength and elastic modulus, respectively, which yield the corresponding MSE values. In the prediction of the compressive strength and elastic modulus, the optimal ANN architecture is determined considering MSE values for training and testing and computation time. The MSE results for both training and testing are provided in Figure 3 obtained by the ANN models with the 1-30 neurons and 1-10 hidden layers. As expected, the prediction results for both the compressive strength and elastic modulus show much lower MSE values in training than in testing. When the optimal architecture of the ANN model is determined at the minimum test MSE, as provided in Table  4 , two hidden layers with 14 neurons in each hidden layer for compressive strength analysis show the best performance with the training and a test MSE of 48.7 and 98.2, respectively. For the elastic modulus analysis, the minimum training and test MSE values are 7.8 and 16.9, respectively, corresponding to four hidden layers and 23 neurons. The training times depicted in Figure 3e ,f show that a greater number of hidden layers for given number of neurons increases the computational cost significantly due to more numerical calculation. An overfitting problem at small numbers of hidden neurons and many hidden layers is related to the vanishing gradient problem due to slower optimization in earlier layers than in later layers [53] . In the prediction of the compressive strength and elastic modulus, the optimal ANN architecture is determined considering MSE values for training and testing and computation time. The MSE results for both training and testing are provided in Figure 3 obtained by the ANN models with the 1-30 neurons and 1-10 hidden layers. As expected, the prediction results for both the compressive strength and elastic modulus show much lower MSE values in training than in testing. When the optimal architecture of the ANN model is determined at the minimum test MSE, as provided in Table 4 , two hidden layers with 14 neurons in each hidden layer for compressive strength analysis show the best performance with the training and a test MSE of 48.7 and 98.2, respectively. For the elastic modulus analysis, the minimum training and test MSE values are 7.8 and 16.9, respectively, corresponding to four hidden layers and 23 neurons. The training times depicted in Figure 3e ,f show that a greater number of hidden layers for given number of neurons increases the computational cost significantly due to more numerical calculation. An overfitting problem at small numbers of hidden neurons and many hidden layers is related to the vanishing gradient problem due to slower optimization in earlier layers than in later layers [53] . 
Evaluation of Prediction Accuracy
Using the input variables and optimal ANN architecture determined in the previous section, the performance of the ANN-based prediction model is evaluated with respect to the compressive 
Using the input variables and optimal ANN architecture determined in the previous section, the performance of the ANN-based prediction model is evaluated with respect to the compressive strength and elastic modulus of LWAC. Furthermore, the prediction results are compared to those obtained from the linear and nonlinear regression models using the same input data.
Prediction Results Using the ANN Model
Prediction accuracies for compressive strength and elastic modulus of LWAC are evaluated using the selected inputs and ANN architectures with respect to the square error, MAE, and correlation coefficient. Figure 4 shows the ANN-based prediction results with the square errors of each input data, when the ANN models have two hidden layers and 14 neurons, and four layers and 23 neurons for estimation of the compressive strength and elastic modulus, respectively. For the compressive strength analysis, the square error ranges from 1.3 × 10 −3 to 6.2 × 10 2 and from 3.6 × 10 −2 to 2.9 × 10 2 for training and testing, respectively. MAE values are 9.6% and 14.5% for training and testing, respectively. Furthermore, 87% of the testing data has MAE values of less than 30%, while the correlation coefficient of the predicted and reference data is 0.930. Prediction results for the elastic modulus show better accuracy. The square error ranges from 1.5 × 10 −4 to 8.5 × 10 for training and from 6.5 × 10 −5 to 4.4 × 10 for testing. MAE values are 6.9% and 8.5% for training and testing, respectively, which depicts results that are much lower than those for the compressive strength. In addition, the square error of the individual testing data does not exceed a MAE of 30%, resulting in a high correlation coefficient of 0.977. Note that the large variations of square error for compressive strength are derived from its raw data of compressive strength having larger variation than that of the elastic modulus. These prediction errors obtained from the ANN models are summarized in Table 5 . Compared to the prediction accuracy of the ANN model for NWAC, less than 12.4% of MAE, reported by previous studies listed in Table 1 , the present ANN-based model for LWAC exhibits acceptable performance for predicting the compressive strength and elastic modulus. compressive strength analysis, the square error ranges from 1.3 × 10 −3 to 6.2 × 10 2 and from 3.6 × 10 −2 to 2.9 × 10 2 for training and testing, respectively. MAE values are 9.6% and 14.5% for training and testing, respectively. Furthermore, 87% of the testing data has MAE values of less than 30%, while the correlation coefficient of the predicted and reference data is 0.930. Prediction results for the elastic modulus show better accuracy. The square error ranges from 1.5 × 10 −4 to 8.5 × 10 for training and from 6.5 × 10 −5 to 4.4 × 10 for testing. MAE values are 6.9% and 8.5% for training and testing, respectively, which depicts results that are much lower than those for the compressive strength. In addition, the square error of the individual testing data does not exceed a MAE of 30%, resulting in a high correlation coefficient of 0.977. Note that the large variations of square error for compressive strength are derived from its raw data of compressive strength having larger variation than that of the elastic modulus. These prediction errors obtained from the ANN models are summarized in Table  5 . Compared to the prediction accuracy of the ANN model for NWAC, less than 12.4% of MAE, reported by previous studies listed in Table 1 , the present ANN-based model for LWAC exhibits acceptable performance for predicting the compressive strength and elastic modulus.
(a) (b) 
Comparative Analysis
In Section 5.1, the prediction performance of the ANN model is validated, and the results are compared to those obtained from the commonly used regression algorithms: The statistical models of linear and nonlinear regression. These regression models have typically been used for modeling the relationship between constituents and concrete properties [18, 45, 46] . Thus, this study adopts the linear and nonlinear (i.e., second-order polynomial) regression models for the evaluation of prediction performance. Furthermore, their prediction accuracies are compared to those obtained from the ANN models using scale-independent MAE.
In the linear regression model, multiple linear regression (MLR) is employed to identify the relationship between two or more independent variables and the dependent variable. The equation for the generally used MLR model is provided as
where y depicts the properties of LWAC being predicted, x i depicts the independent variables, α 0 is the y-intercept, and α i is the regression coefficient. Using the same input variables and data randomly divided into an 8:2 ratio for training and testing likewise the ANN model, the coefficients are optimized with respect to minimizing the summed square error between predicted and target values. The residuals from MLR model are equally distributed and homoscedastic. Due to the variance of network errors at every analysis, MLR-based predictions are repeated 10 times. The linear regression model with the minimum MAE value for test is provided, as shown in Figure 5 . The prediction-accuracy indicators for the compressive strength are 87.3, 16.4%, and 0.841 for the MSE, MAE, and correlation coefficient, respectively. For the elastic modulus, Figure 5b shows the MLR-based prediction as 12.9, 14.4%, and 0.921 for the MSE, MAE, and correlation coefficient, respectively. The relatively high prediction errors from MLR-based analysis could be related to the assumption that the relationship between the mixture components and concrete properties is linear. Considering the complex and nonlinear relationships between the constituents and concrete properties, the nonlinear models employing higher-order polynomials help improve the prediction results. In this study, the multiple nonlinear regression (MNLR) model contains constant, linear, and quadratic terms as follows:
where β i is the coefficient for x 2 i . The coefficients of the nonlinear regression model are likewise determined by minimizing the square error between estimated and target values. The same database used in the ANN model is applied for MNLR-based analysis, with an 8:2 ratio for training to testing data quantities. The residuals from MNLR model are also equally distributed and homoscedastic likewise MLR model. The training data optimize the coefficients of the MNLR model, and the prediction performance of this model is evaluated. The prediction results with the minimum prediction error are selected on the basis of the 10 times repetitions, as shown in Figure 6 . For the compressive strength prediction, the prediction results are 64.2, 15.0%, and 0.880 for the MSE, MAE, and correlation coefficient, respectively. Figure 6b shows the results of the elastic modulus with values of 17.6, 13.4%, and 0.944 for the MSE, MAE, and correlation coefficient. As expected, the quadratic polynomial-based MNLR model demonstrates a better prediction accuracy than the result obtained from the MLR model. Despite the improvement of prediction accuracy using the MNLR model, the ANN-based model shows a better performance. Considering the complex and nonlinear relationships between the constituents and concrete properties, the nonlinear models employing higher-order polynomials help improve the prediction results. In this study, the multiple nonlinear regression (MNLR) model contains constant, linear, and quadratic terms as follows: Figure 6 . For the compressive strength prediction, the prediction results are 64.2, 15.0%, and 0.880 for the MSE, MAE, and correlation coefficient, respectively. Figure 6b shows the results of the elastic modulus with values of 17.6, 13.4%, and 0.944 for the MSE, MAE, and correlation coefficient. As expected, the quadratic polynomial-based MNLR model demonstrates a better prediction accuracy than the result obtained from the MLR model. Despite the improvement of prediction accuracy using the MNLR model, the ANN-based model shows a better performance. The prediction accuracies obtained from ANN, MLR, and MNLR models are summarized in Table 6 in terms of the scale-independent MAE value. Compared to averaged MLR and MNLR models from 10 times analyses, the ANN-based prediction shows the highest accuracy with MAE of 14.5% and 8.5% for the compressive strength and elastic modulus, respectively. High averaged MAE values from linear and nonlinear regression models among 10 times repetitions show their wide range variations for predicting mechanical properties of LWAC. These variations in prediction The prediction accuracies obtained from ANN, MLR, and MNLR models are summarized in Table 6 in terms of the scale-independent MAE value. Compared to averaged MLR and MNLR models from 10 times analyses, the ANN-based prediction shows the highest accuracy with MAE of 14.5% and 8.5% for the compressive strength and elastic modulus, respectively. High averaged MAE values from linear and nonlinear regression models among 10 times repetitions show their wide range variations for predicting mechanical properties of LWAC. These variations in prediction accuracies indicate that used statistical models would not provide the reliable prediction results for LWAC. Thus, the ANN-based prediction model is shown to be suitable for characterizing the complex and nonlinear relationship between the concrete component materials and mechanical characteristics of LWAC. 
Conclusions
This study presents the ANN-based prediction model for the compressive strength and elastic modulus of LWAC. The ANN model considers the complex and nonlinear relation between the mechanical properties and the concrete components of binders, NWAs, and LWAs. The database for the ANN model was constructed by collecting experimental data of various mix proportions, material properties, and mechanical properties of LWAC from the literature. Suitable input parameters and the optimal ANN architecture in terms of the number of hidden layers and neurons were determined to obtain a better prediction accuracy. To enhance the reliability of the ANN model, the five-fold cross validation was applied to all training and validation processes. The scaled conjugate gradient back-propagation algorithm was applied to obtain the optimal weight and bias values in the ANN model during the training stage. Subsequently, the prediction accuracy of the ANN model was evaluated. In comparison to previous studies using the ANN-based prediction model for NWAC, the ANN model used in this study showed acceptable prediction accuracy with respect to the compressive strength and elastic modulus of LWAC. Furthermore, a comparative analysis showed that the highest prediction accuracy is obtained by the ANN model compared to the use of statistical linear and nonlinear regression models. 
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